
Co-Ed
Fresh Air | Chris Hodges 
Do you feel stuck in the doldrums of life? Let Hodges's buoyant insights put fresh wind in your sails! Fueled by the 
Spirit of God, he offers energizing "breathing lessons" to help you redirect your course; better navigate your work, 
family life, and friendships; and sail on to become the person God created you to be.

Pray First | Chris Hodges
When something goes wrong, what's your first reaction? If you said "worry," "cry," "argue," or "fight," Pastor Hodges 
would like you to reconsider your answer! Learn to converse with God---seeking his presence as a first response 
rather than a last resort. You'll be amazed by the peace, direction, and joy that flows into your life!

Daniel Dilemna | Chris Hodges
Christians today wrestle with their stance on contemporary issues including politics, gender identity, and marriage. 
How can we love those with significantly different attitudes and lifestyles without compromising our beliefs? 
Exploring the Book of Daniel for timely answers, Hodges reveals how to keep God's standards high and his grace 
deep---just as Daniel and Jesus did. 

Out of the Cave | Chris Hodges
Anyone can sink into depression---even powerful prophets! Hodges uses Elijah's journey to show movement from 
feelings of isolation, sadness, and fear to wellness of body, mind, and spirit. By understanding our temperaments 
and spiritual makeup, then applying biblical wisdom and practical advice, we can conquer contributing factors and 
win the battle with God's providential help.

Drawing Near | John Bevere
In Drawing Near, John Bevere urges you not to settle for the dry shadow of Christianity that knows about God 
without knowing God. The incredible invitation from the Creator of the universe is not just to worship Him from 
afar with words and rituals, but to enter a relationship so meaningful and intimate that you know His heart, and He 
knows yours.

The Circle Maker | Mark Batterson
When his land was drought-stricken in ancient times, Honi ha-M'agel drew a circle in the sand, stepped inside it, 
and wouldn't budge until God answered his petition for rain. What impossible dream are you praying about? Sharing 
new insights and personal stories, Batterson's bestseller will help you achieve your desires through audacious 
prayer.

Marriage / Family

Small Group 
Curriculum Resources



Are My Kids on Track? | Sissy Golf + David Thomas
From birth to adulthood, our children's physical and intellectual development is carefully tracked and charted. But 
what about their hearts? After all, how our children develop emotionally, socially, and spiritually will determine who 
they become as husbands and wives, fathers and mothers, friends and co-workers. Are My Kids on Track? helps you 
identify and measure 12 key emotional, social, and spiritual milestones in your children's lives. Moreover, you will 
discover practical ways to guide your kids through any stumbling blocks they might encounter and help them reach 
the appropriate landmarks. Along the way the authors pinpoint the different ways boys and girls develop, so you can 
help your child flourish in his or her own way.

Salt, Light, and Kids | Steve Hines
Raising kids today is more challenging than it has ever been. Technology, social media, and the ever-shifting 
standards of what is right and wrong can make parenting in modern-day culture difficult to navigate. If we want to 
win the battle as parents, we need to have the desire to truly parent well. If we want to parent well, we must resolve 
to make parenting more important than almost anything else and give it the effort and attention that’s required. 
With all the outside influences that kids are facing every single day, parenting well requires a heightened sense of 
commitment and discernment, as well as a willingness to lead by example. Most parents want to do the best job they 
can, and with much focus and effort can succeed in this very noble desire and responsibility. In Salt, Light, and Kids, 
Steve Hines helps parents train up their children to become the salt of the earth and the light of the world and to 
hear God’s voice above all the competing voices vying for their attention.

Raising Grateful Kids in an Entitled World | Kristen Welch
“But everyone else has it.” “If you loved me, you’d get it for me!” When you hear these comments from your kids, it 
can be tough not to cave. You love your children―don’t you want them to be happy and to fit in?
Kristen Welch knows firsthand it’s not that easy. In fact, she’s found out that when you say yes too often, it’s not 
only hard on your peace of mind and your wallet―it actually puts your kids at long-term risk. In Raising Grateful 

Kids in an Entitled World, Kristen shares the ups and downs in her own family’s journey of discovering why it’s 
healthiest not to give their kids everything. Teaching them the difference between “want” and “need” is the first step 
in the right direction. With many practical tips and anecdotes, she shares how to say the ultimate yes as a family by 
bringing up faith-filled kids who will love God, serve others, and grow into hardworking, fulfilled, and successful 
adults. It’s never too late to raise grateful kids. Get ready to cultivate a spirit of genuine appreciation and create a 
Jesus-centered home in which your kids don’t just say―but mean!―“thank you” for everything they have.

The Smart Stepfamily | Ron L. Deal
Leading stepfamily expert Ron L. Deal reveals the seven fundamental steps to blended family success and provides 
practical, realistic solutions to the issues you face as a stepfamily. Whether married or soon-to-be-married, you'll 
discover how to: Solve the everyday puzzles of stepparenting and stepchildren relationships, communicate 
effectively with an ex-spouse, handle stepfamily finances confidently, “cook" your stepfamily slowly rather than 
expect an instant blend.

Raising Kingdom Kids | Dr. Tony Evans
Raising Kingdom Kids equips parents to raise their children with a Kingdom perspective and also offers practical 
how-to advice on providing spiritual training as instructed in Scripture. Dr. Tony Evans begins with an overarching 
look at the need for Kingdom parenting, our roles and responsibilities in raising God-following children, and how to 
prepare children to take on the assignments God has for their lives. He then takes a practical turn, with examples 
and illustrations to help parents understand and provide specific training for kids in the power of prayer, wisdom, 
loving God’s Word, getting through trials, controlling their tongues, developing patience, the surrender of service, 
and much more.This book is for every dad or mom who wants to fulfill the parenting role God has given them―not 



just in raising healthy kids intellectually, physically, and socially, but in contributing to their child’s relationship with 
God and alignment under His plan.

From This Day Forward | Craig and Amy Groeschel
Everyone dreams of a fairytale marriage--the perfect spouse, the perfect home, the perfect family. But reality tells 
us that these expectations don't hold up very long. Many studies indicate that close to fifty percent of marriages 
don't make it. With those odds, is it even possible to have a good marriage--let alone a great one? New York Times 

bestselling author and pastor Craig Groeschel insists you can . . . but not if you approach it like everyone else does.

Couples Who Pray | Squire Rushnell and Louise Du Art
The most intimate act between a man and a woman is prayer. And praying daily with the one person you love more 
than any other takes you to a level of joy and satisfaction that you simply will not believe until you try it.Author of 
the bestseller When God Winks at You, SQuire Rushnell, and his wife, entertainer and talk-show host Louise DuArt, 
know firsthand what praying together as a couple can do. They were amazed at the happiness and harmony this 
simple act brought to their relationship. With the confirmation of groundbreaking, never previously published 
research from Baylor University, SQuire and Louise developed The 40 Day Prayer Challenge and, step-by-step, have 
guided other couples through this process.

Five Love Languages | Gary Chapman
Falling in love is easy. Staying in love—that’s the challenge. How can you keep your relationship fresh and growing 
amid the demands, conflicts, and just plain boredom of everyday life? In the #1 New York Times international 
bestseller The 5 Love Languages®, you’ll discover the secret that has transformed millions of relationships 
worldwide. Whether your relationship is flourishing or failing, Dr. Gary Chapman’s proven approach to showing and 
receiving love will help you experience deeper and richer levels of intimacy with your partner—starting today.

Marriage on the Rock | Jimmy Evans
The Comprehensive Guide to a Solid, Healthy and Lasting Marriage.While many people desperately want a marriage 
that works, fewer of them really believe they can experience success. In this book, leading marriage expert Jimmy 
Evans discusses practical real-life challenges and offers solutions on how to have a healthy and thriving marriage. 
Whether you’ve been married for years or are just preparing for the journey, Marriage on the Rock is the essential 
resource that will transform your relationship.

Sacred Marriage | Gary Thomas
Within the pages of Sacred Marriage, Thomas invites you to see how God can use your relationship with your 
spouse as a discipline and a motivation to love God more and reflect more of the character of his Son. In addition to 
life-changing insights from Scripture, church history, and time-tested wisdom from Christian classics, you'll find 
practical advice and techniques to make your marriage happier by becoming holier husbands and wives.

Young Adult
Holy Habits | Noah Herrin
Many followers of Jesus have plans for family, finances, and career, but very few have a spiritual plan to grow closer 
to Jesus. We must be intentional in order to hear from God, grow in faith, and form good habits that lead to a 
meaningful life. Going beyond the surface level, pastor Noah Herrin gives you ten tangible practices that will plunge 
you into the depths of a real relationship with Jesus. 

Experience God: God’s Invitation to Young Adults | Henry Blackaby 
This interactive Bible study invites young adults to join God in His work. It focuses on the application of the 



Kingdom Principles, as set forth in Experiencing God, and how these principles apply to collegiate and young adult 
life issues. Leaders will find an easy-to-use teaching plan for each session in the back of the member book, along 
with a free online poster for promotional use. (7 sessions)

Parables of Jesus | Douglas Sean O’Donnell
The Knowing the Bible series is a resource designed to help Bible readers better understand and apply God’s Word. 
These 12-week studies lead participants through books of the Bible and are made up of four basic components: (1) 
reflection questions help readers engage the text at a deeper level; (2) “Gospel Glimpses” highlight the gospel of 
grace throughout the book; (3) “Whole-Bible Connections” show how any given passage connects to the Bible’s 
overarching story of redemption, culminating in Christ; and (4) “Theological Soundings” identify how historic 
orthodox doctrines are taught or reinforced throughout Scripture.

A Different College Experience: Following Christ in College | Brian Mills and Ben Trueblood
For many, the college experience is defined by drinking, sex, impulsive decision-making, and a journey of self 
discovery. It's packaged as a consequence-free zone to have the "best time of your life." But the reality is that what 
happens in college doesn't stay in college. There are real, lasting consequences to your decisions. Fortunately, just 
as the gospel redeems all of life, the gospel redeems the college experience. It tells us there is another way. In this 
book, Ben and Brian provide a biblical and practical guide for how you can have a fun, joy-filled, and spiritually 
enriching college experience while avoiding the pitfalls that have captured so many before you.

Financial
Financial Peace | Dave Ramsey
By age twenty-six, Dave Ramsey had established a four-million-dollar real estate portfolio, only to lose it by age 
thirty. He has since rebuilt his financial life and, through his workshops and his New York Times business bestsellers 
Financial Peace and More than Enough, he has helped hundreds of thousands of people to understand the forces 
behind their financial distress and how to set things right-financially, emotionally, and spiritually.

Beyond Success | John Maxwell
At its core, the program is an outreach from believers to those within their circles of influence, often within the 
business community. We train local influencers to conduct Beyond Success tables with other leaders and 
acquaintances.

Intentional Living | John Maxwell
We all have a longing to be significant. We want to make a contribution, to be a part of something noble and 
purposeful. But many people wrongly believe significance is unattainable. They worry that it's too big for them to 
achieve. That they have to have an amazing idea, be a certain age, have a lot of money, or be powerful or famous to 
make a real difference. The good news is that none of those things is necessary for you to achieve significance and 
create a lasting legacy. The only thing you need to achieve significance is to be intentional. And to do that, all you 
need to do is start. You can't make an impact sitting still and doing nothing. Every major accomplishment that's ever 
been achieved started with a first step. Sometimes it's hard; other times it's easy, but no matter what, you have to 
do it if you want to get anywhere in life.

Pearls of the King | Lee Domingue
The King. What does he or she look like in the Body of Christ today? The king desires to impact the world and to 
leave a legacy for the next generation. The king, committed to God and the local church, gives tithes and offerings, 
and yet can still feel an emptiness...Is this all there is? There must be more... The king looks like YOU! God has 



prepared a life overflowing with His blessings for your spirit, soul, family, relationships, business, and finances. But 
it is up to you to believe it and to pick up the crown God has waiting for you. Pearls of the King will challenge and 
inspire you to answer the call that has been virtually hidden for over 2,000 years.

Women
Jude | Jackie Hill Perry 
God has commanded His beloved church to do the necessary work of contending for the faith in a world of unbelief, 
and as we do, He will keep us from falling into the same deception. This study dives into themes of being called, 
loved, and kept, and learn how to point others to Jesus in grace and truth. We serve others well when we share the 
whole gospel with them, not just the parts deemed attractive by our culture.

James Mercy Triumphs | Beth Moore 
Bible scholars compare James to the prophet Amos. In other ways, James more closely resembles the Book of 
Proverbs than any other New Testament book. Topics in this study include: joy, hardship, faith, reversal of fortunes 
for rich and poor, wisdom, gifts from above, single-mindedness, the dangers of the tongue, humility, and prayer.

Battlefield of the Mind | Joyce Meyer 
Positive thoughts are the key to a happy life because they lead to positive words and actions. But being positive can 
be difficult. In Battlefield of the Mind, Joyce Meyer explains that the Devil makes it his mission to corrupt our minds 
with negative thoughts. Luckily we have God on our side. Meyer shows us that we can thwart Satan’s attacks and 
find happiness and fulfillment with God’s positivity as our guide. 

Armor of God | Priscilla Shirer
All day, every day, an invisible war rages around you unseen, unheard, yet felt throughout every aspect of your life. A 
devilish enemy seeks to wreak havoc on everything that matters to you including your heart, mind, relationships, 
dreams, and your destiny. But his battle plan depends on catching you unaware and unarmed. The Enemy always 
fails miserably when he meets a woman dressed for the occasion. The Armor of God, more than merely a biblical 
description of the believer's inventory, is an action plan for putting it on and developing a personalized strategy to 
secure victory.

Fervent | Priscilla Shirer
You have an enemy; and he’s dead set on destroying all you hold dear and keeping you from experiencing abundant 
life in Christ. What’s more, his approach to disrupting your life and discrediting your faith isn’t general or generic, 
not a one-size-fits-all. It’s specific. Personalized. Targeted. So this book is your chance to strike back. With prayer. 
With a weapon that really works. Each chapter will guide you in crafting prayer strategies that hit the enemy where 
it hurts, letting him know you’re on to him and that you won’t back down. Because with every new strategy you 
build, you’re turning the fiercest battles of life into precise strikes against him and his handiwork, each one infused 
with the power of God’s Spirit.

Single & Secure | Rich Wilkerson Jr. 
Single & Secure is a guide for living a fulfilling, abundant life, single. “Your best days are the days you live to the 
fullest. That starts now. Your best days aren’t the ones that lie ahead, somewhere on the other side of romance, a 
career, or a family. Your best days are the ones you’re living now.” Rich Wilkerson, Jr., has encouraged, counseled and 
led thousands of individuals through the different seasons that life brings. His message in this book is clear, life is 
made of seasons, and no season is lost or forever. Rich explains that marriage does not produce contentment. 
Rather, contentment comes from learning to find value in the season you’re experiencing today. With his typical wit 



and profound insight into the gospel and culture, Rich will take us on a journey to see the beautiful, fun, productive 
stage of life called being single in a new way. With that in mind, if you are single, were single, or know a single, this 
book is for you.

Becoming Mrs. Better Half | Holly Furtick
Becoming Mrs. Betterhalf is all about becoming the wife God created you to be. This journey is about changing your 
marriage one step at a time, starting with the woman in the mirror. 

The Best Yes: Making Wise Decisions in the Midst of Endless Demands | Lysa TerKeurst
In “The Best Yes,” Lysa explains how saying yes and no can shape our lives according to God’s purpose. By learning 
to prioritize our choices, embrace love and seek God’s wisdom, we can break free from overwhelm and live 
intentionally. Trusting in God’s plan, we can make decisions that bring out the best in ourselves and serve as a 
reflection of His grace and kindness.

Men
Warrior: Equipping Men for Spiritual Victory | Lance Ingram
Warrior is a 10-chapter study that is intended to help us recapture who and what God intended us to be: Warriors 
for Christ and for the things of God. This study is aimed at helping us reconnect with Jesus in every aspect and 
detail of our lives and discover how He wants to be a part of every little thing we do. It is a no-nonsense, practical 
approach for men who are tackling the challenges of being fathers, husbands, and sons. It’s not a how-to book; it’s a 
go-to resource that is grounded in the Word of God. Men of all ages and all circumstances can benefit from Warrior 
through small group study or on an individual basis. Warrior is a call to know Jesus and obey Jesus, while reminding 
us that He alone has the power and ability to give our lives purpose and peace.

The Way to Win | Jeff Little
When we find something valuable that helps us accomplish the things that matter most, we don't let go of it. Life is 
not a game. However, on multiple occasions, the Bible uses competitive sports metaphors to demonstrate the 
discipline and training necessary to grow and become everything God created you to be. The things we care about 
most -- our identity, our purpose, our relationships -- are far more important than a game. We have to learn to win 
in these areas. We understand development when it comes to sports, our careers, our hobbies, and even our 
personal lives. There are tangible goals we can shoot for. And yet, when it comes to our spiritual lives, it often feels 
more elusive. This book is not a fail-proof formula to avoid pain, challenges, or adversity. It's a journey to a deeper 
relationship with God. This is the reason you were created. This is winning in life. 

Walking With God | John Eldredge
Our deepest need is to live in conversation with God. To hear his voice. To follow him intimately. This is the single 
most life-changing habit that a human being can adopt, because it brings us back to the source of life. Yet most 
Christians have never been taught how to have a conversation with the Creator. John Eldredge opens his personal 
journals to tell a year's worth of stories about walking and talking with the Lord.

Model Man | Larry Stockstill
In this confused, chaotic world, men are looking to find a “model man”: a man who possesses the qualities of 
integrity, purity, pace of life, purpose, a model marriage, model children, and a powerful legacy. In this practical 
guidebook to manhood, Larry Stockstill describes this “model man” and his journey from “integrity to legacy.” These 
ten short chapters will give you a new image, a new foundation, a new starting place to rebuild your life into one 



that many will seek to imitate. Get ready to be coached, challenged, broken, and rebuilt until God can see in you His 
greatest dream: the godly, long-term, influential, and powerful “model man!”

Single & Secure | Rich Wilkerson Jr. 
Single & Secure is a guide for living a fulfilling, abundant life, single. “Your best days are the days you live to the 
fullest. That starts now. Your best days aren’t the ones that lie ahead, somewhere on the other side of romance, a 
career, or a family. Your best days are the ones you’re living now.” Rich Wilkerson, Jr., has encouraged, counseled and 
led thousands of individuals through the different seasons that life brings. His message in this book is clear, life is 
made of seasons, and no season is lost or forever. Rich explains that marriage does not produce contentment. 
Rather, contentment comes from learning to find value in the season you’re experiencing today. With his typical wit 
and profound insight into the gospel and culture, Rich will take us on a journey to see the beautiful, fun, productive 
stage of life called being single in a new way. With that in mind, if you are single, were single, or know a single, this 
book is for you.


